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COVID-19 PRECAUTION

Wash your hands 
regularly with soap 
for at least 40 sec

Clean your hands 
regularly with 

sanitizer

Cover your cough 
with your elbow if 
you don’t have a 

tissue

Avoid touching your 
face, eyes, nose and 

mouth

Wearing a cloth 
mask is mandatory

Avoid contact with others, crowds 
at all time and keep your social 

distance > 1.5m

Avoid sharing personal items like 
stationary, water bottles, food and 

utensils



COVID-19 PRECAUTION

Dispose of used 
tissues immediately

Clean all used 
surfaces  regularly

Avoid coming in contact with 
people having fever or 
respiratory symptoms

Do not go to school and avoid 
any outside activities if you 

show any symptoms

Inform the school and take 
a rest at Home. Monitor 

the symptoms for 3-4 days 

When fever (> 37,5°C) and 
symptoms continues or 

gets worse. Consult with 
call center.

Whatsapp ‘Hi’

0600 123 456

Inform the Healthcare 
provider of a travel history 

and contact history with 
persons with respiratory 

symptoms

Use a personal 
vehicle/ambulance and 
wear a facemask when 
visiting a health facility  



DEVELOPMENT MODELS

• Different geographic models 
exist which is used to explain 
world development.

• Models are used to  make 
predictions or to understand 
world trends



ROSTOWS MODEL

• Says that all countries have the 
potential to go through five stages of 
growth. This model accurately 
describes the economic growth of 
many industrialized countries.



ROSTOW MODEL

• PHASE 1 – Traditional Societies

– Subsistance Farming including “Hunter-
Gathering” 

– Family-specific religion

– Primary Economic Sector

– Limited technology and individual economic 
mobility

– Economy is based on raw and unprocessed 
resources 

– Output consumed by producers (not traded)

– Barter System



ROSTOW MODEL

• PHASE 2 – Preconditions to Take-Off

– Stage of economic growth and change

– Development of Industries and 
Infrastructure

– National/International Markets

– Commercial Agriculture



ROSTOW MODEL

• PHASE 3 – Take-off

– Development of Secondary Sector

– Goods made for export and domestic use

– Transition from previous stage is fast due 
to development of Textile Industry

– Growth in specific industries

– “Industrial Revolution”



ROSTOW MODEL

• PHASE 4 – DRIVE TO MATURITY
– Economy branching into different new sectors

– Improved Technology – more investment 
opportunities

– Diverse range of goods and services 
production

– Less dependence on imported goods

– Long period of time

– Standards of living improve

– Use of technology increases

– National economy grows and diversifies



ROSTOW MODEL
• PHASE 5 – High Mass Consumption

– Tertiary Sector dominates 
(Service Delivery)

– Substantial investment in capital
– Mass production and consumerism
– Concentrate on durable goods and 

luxury items
– Military and security
– Equality and welfare



ROSTOW MODEL- WHERE DOES SOUTH 
AFRICA FIT IN?

• Its clear that South Africa can be placed in each 
stage of Rostows model but South Africa can not 
be placed purely in one stage. Its clear that

• South Africa fits well at the endof phase 2 and at 
the beginning of phase 3 
– South Africa has a large rural population, that 

– Is not very industrialized 

– Yet it has a established modern economy 

– Many top class educational institutions and 

– Developing Industries.



ROSTOW MODEL – LIMITATIONS AND 
CRITICISM

• The theory does not fit every country perfectly. For 
example, New Zealand became a very successful 
developed country without being highly 
industrialised.

• Not all developed countries have experienced a 
sudden ‘take-off’ stage.

• Development in most countries appears to have a 
gradual process of change.

• The conditions facing LEDCs today are very different 
from those which MEDCs faced in the past.

• The assumption is that economic growth will ‘trickle-
down’ to everyone in the country. Some countries 
have developed into dual societies, divided into rich 
and poor.



CORE-PERIPHERY MODEL

• Economic growth and development 
are rarely even. Economic activity, 
including the level of industrialization 
and intensity of farming, decreases 
rapidly with distance from the core 
regions and towards the periphery or 
outer regions.



SUSTAINABILITY MODEL

• Sustainable development is probably the 
biggest challenge that humanity has ever
faced. 

• Sustainable development is development that 
meets the needs of the present without 
making problems for future generations to 
meet their own needs by conserving the 
world’s resources. Sustainable development 
incorporates two key aspects:
1. that the essential needs of the world’s poor should be given 

priority

2. that the Earth’s environment is limited in its ability to meet 
present and future needs.



SUSTAINABILITY MODEL

• 3 ELEMENTS
1. Economy – strategic planning for 

the life cycle of a community is 
necessary.

2. Social – a platform to discuss 
equity and social disparity 
features.

3. Environmental – understand the 
ecological health of 
communities by effective
use of natural resources.


